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Transcription of Agenda item 6 – Riot Recovery Funding 

 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  This is the second part of our second hearing into finances around 

the riots last year.  Do people want to introduce themselves? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  I am 

Nick Starling.  I am the Director of General Insurance at the Association of British Insurers (ABI). 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  I am David Williams.  

I am the Claims and Underwriting Director at AXA. 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  I 

am Jonathan Clarke.  I am the Director of Corporate and Technical Risks at 

Cunningham Lindsey, the loss adjustors. 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  Bob Atkins, 

Chief Financial Officer at MOPAC. 

 

Lisa McCance (Head of Economic Development, Croydon Council):  Lisa McCance, Head 

of Economic Development at Croydon Council. 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  Martin Tucker, Economic 

Development Manager at Haringey Council. 

 

Kay Horne (Business in the Community Advisor, Tottenham):  My name is Kay Horne.  I 

work for Business in the Community and I am a business connector, so I have been working in 

Tottenham and helping the Haringey Council with insurance post the riots. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  In terms of scene-setting, you have told us who you are.  None of 

you wants to know what a loss adjustor is but perhaps that will come up in questions.  The 

context is that at the previous meeting there was quite a lot of criticism of the insurance 

industry and your performance in response to the riots.   

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  Yes.  The question is for Mr Starling.  At the last session, 

David Lammy [MP for Tottenham] told us that the insurers, the Association of British Insurers 

(ABI), and that is you, had put out a press release saying everything was fine and he said it was 

not.  It was not, was it? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  It was 

absolutely fine.  Insurers are there to deal with situations like the riots.  You may have noticed 



 

that there is flooding at the moment, mercifully not in London, but insurers are out there, loss 

adjustors and insurers, putting people’s lives back together. 

 

That is exactly what the insurance industry has done since the riots.  We have moved with great 

speed to deal with claims and settle claims as quickly as possible.  In our experience, all the 

issues which have come up around delays have been due to, first of all, the complexity of some 

of the claims.  Remember there were crime scenes at the beginning.  Secondly, there were 

massive issues of underinsurance and non-insurance where people have had to rely on the Riot 

(Damages) Act (RDA) payments.  In almost all of the cases we have come across, it is those 

issues which have caused the problems.  We were there very quickly and indeed we were sitting 

down with the Government during the course of the week of the riots, offering our maximum 

assistance to help with the uninsured claims as well as our members’ claims. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  That is what you put out in your report of the riots, is it not, on 

22 May? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  Yes. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  I quote, “Insurers reacted quickly to help thousands of customers 

recover”, but that is not true, is it? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  It is 

absolutely true.  It is completely true. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  But on your own figures that is not true. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  It is 

completely true. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  If we look at the figures you put out in December 2011, you are 

talking about the business claims there and 732 had been settled five months after.  That was 

about 66% and that was not a broken-down figure.  But the figure for January 2012, which is 

broken down, for small and medium enterprises (SME) you settled only 45% of claims.  That is 

getting on for six months after.  For large commercial firms, only 29% of claims had been 

settled and there were some interim payments.  If we go right through to the time of May, just a 

week or so before your report, even then only 70%, 828 of SME cases had been settled, and 

209, 56% of claims, had been settled in full for large commercial organisations.  That is not 

thousands of customers, is it?  Add them up, it is not thousands, is it? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  First of 

all, let me answer.  95% of domestic customers have had their property damage claims settled or 

have made a payment towards settling the claim; 92% of SME customers; 75% of large 

commercial customers.  I think there needs to be an understanding here of what happens in 

these sort of circumstances. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  Now hang on, can I ... 



 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  You have 

asked me a question, Mr Dismore, if I could reply. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  Yes, but that is not the figures you have already given.  You are 

conflating interim payments as full settlements as though it is the same thing.  It is not, is it? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  Can I add one thing 

in terms of, I think it is really important, when you are talking about businesses, to recognise 

that there are two distinct parts to a claim.  There is the material damage, so the buildings, the 

contents, fixtures, things like that, stock.  Then there is business interruption, and if we have a 

policy that has a two-year indemnity period, so we will replace their loss of profits for up to two 

years, then while we will be trying to mitigate the loss during that period, if the premises remain 

closed then they will have an ongoing business interruption loss.  That is why it looks like a 

lower figure is settled; it is not because we are leaving customers in the lurch.  We have many 

properties where we have paid in full on the contents and we are working with them to find 

alternative premises, pay them additional increased costs of working, to try and get their 

turnover back up to a reasonable level.  But, if you have a two-year indemnity period for 

business interruption, then unless you take a cash settlement early, which we are very open to 

doing and have done some very large losses as well as the small ones, that claim will be open for 

two years.  Because, if you are still losing money two years after the loss, we are still paying.  If 

you are back up and running, we are not. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  No, I am just taking issue with the press release.  It talks about 

thousands of customers when in fact it is not thousands; it is hundreds, is it not? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  It is 

thousands of customers.  Can I just break this down a little bit.  If I start off, first of all the large 

business customers are not interested in payments until the whole thing is finished, they can 

look after their own cash flow, they can do their rebuild, and there is quite a lot of large 

business customers affected in this case and they will sit down with their insurer at the end of 

everything and settle up everything. 

 

By definition, when something is being rebuilt, and there are whole high streets being rebuilt 

and not yet finished, by definition the thing is not going to be paid in full until that rebuilding is 

finished.  The key thing was coming in and providing early help, and colleagues can explain how 

they did this, giving up-front cash payments, getting people into alternative accommodation.  

That is the key thing and what our members did and did very effectively. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  Let me put to you what Sir William Castell [Chair of the Welcome 

Trust] told us last time as well.  He stepped in where obviously the insurance industry feared to 

tread, and what he told us was this: 

 

“What really concerned me was that I was unable to move either central Government to 

push quickly or the Association of British Insurers (ABI) to say, ‘These people are severely 

damaged.  They are running out of cash.  They need your help.  You should pay’.” 



 

 

He went on to say: 

 

“I have to say, I thought the processes of reimbursement by the insurers, and by the 

Metropolitan Police Authority (MPA) for that matter, would have been much better and 

facilitated much greater help if they had been made earlier.” 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  We have 

met Sir William Castell and I think he is satisfied about our response.  We met him after that 

particular hearing.  I might invite the loss adjuster at this stage to say just exactly what 

happened.  When you say, “They fear to tread”, that is simply not the case, because I think Mr 

Clarke will tell you what happened. 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  I 

think there probably has been described several issues here, and I think firstly the use of the 

word ‘settlement’ implies a closure, and I think, as we have made clear, interim payments and 

agreement around those interim payments is a key part of the claims process.  But if we actually 

go back to the start of this, as a business we set in place a major incident response.  I have the 

minutes of our call on Wednesday, 10 August 2011, by which time we had seen all the people 

that we could access properties.  There were difficulties in gaining access and in terms of 

dealing with the claims this has rightly been said, there are many buildings where reinstatement 

processes have yet to be agreed.  But other components of those claims have been addressed 

and they have been agreed and interim payments have been made. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  Sir William Castell also said that Deloitte on his behalf, or on behalf 

of his organisation, met with the ABI on five occasions and told they were progressing things, 

and he asked for a database so he could compare what you were doing with what they were 

doing and nobody else was, and it never appeared. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  I do not 

recall being asked for a database.  What we did agree in the meetings -- 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  He said this: 

 

“I asked them to create a database such as I have had and I never received that 

database.  Unless you measure things, you do not know what is going on.” 

 

That is what he told us. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  You have 

the measurement in our response, which says at the point at which all these claims have been 

settled.  In all these meetings with Sir William and his team, and with others, when people have 

said to us there are problems, we have said, “Give us the details of the problems”.  It has been 

extraordinarily difficult to get them and when we have received them it has in almost every 

single case not been around the insurance claims.  It has been around other aspects of the claim 

and we have had that problem all the way along, there has been this confusion between the 



 

uninsured claims, which are the Riot (Damages) Act claims, and the insured claims.  We have 

acted quickly and effectively on all the insured claims. 

 

I would also add at this point that, in the week of the riots, I think by the Thursday or the 

Friday, we sat down with Government and we offered to handle all the uninsured claims.  We 

offered to handle the uninsured claims, use our processes, use our buying power, use the way 

that we can streamline processes so that we could handle the claims and then be reimbursed, 

and that was turned down.  I understand that Government might turn that down, but that was 

something that could have sped things up considerably in respect of the uninsured element of 

these claims, and it was not taken up. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  Can I ask you about the Riot (Damages) Act and insurers?  

Presumably, if somebody was insured, you should pay out in respect of the Riot (Damages) Act 

and then the amount you may have a subrogated claim against the police, if the Riot (Damages) 

Act applies, for any outlays that you may have; am I correct about that? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  The 

insurer will pay out on the insured part of the claim and then we claim that back. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  A subrogated claim. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  Yes. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  Can I use an 

example to explain maybe some of the confusion. We met with David Lammy [Member of 

Parliament for Tottenham] because insurance people were employed by the Metropolitan Police 

Service (MPS) to visit customers.  He just saw all payments as being the problems in fault if they 

were delayed from insurers.  So a particular claim I was looking at earlier today, we insured a 

grocer, we insured the buildings and contents, but he had chosen not to insure tobacco.  So we 

settled that claim, paid in full for all elements that were insured, and that was done by October.  

Then he was writing in the local press complaining about the insurance payout.  Now, what he 

was talking about was he had £20,000 worth of tobacco and, for whatever reason, the recovery 

of those funds through the Riot (Damages) Act was taking a long time.  So while he talked 

about, “The insurers causing problems, not getting my insurance payout”, we had paid in full by 

October, despite the complications that clearly, if we had known there were £20,000 worth of 

tobacco in the premises we maybe would have charged a higher rate, but we paid in full on all 

items that were insured, and it was just the tobacco that was outstanding, to be pursued 

separately through the RDA.  We would submit a claim to the RDA for our outlay, but we would 

not pay for the claim in full, so we would not pay for the tobacco; that has to be claimed 

separately. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  Of course, and I understand that, and presumably you have averaging 

clauses as well for people who are under-insured and all the rest of it.  I understand all that too.  

But Mr Nanjuwany, who is the Chairman of the Tottenham Traders’ Partnership, told us that the 

loss adjusters that they were dealing with would say, “Well you have to talk about the Riot 



 

(Damages) Act until the claim was settled”.  That seems to me to put the cart before the horse, 

so he was not telling the truth, is that right? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

We are not privy to that conversation, but I think there was always confusion in these issues as 

to who was speaking on what subject.  We can be very clear that we worked with everybody 

who had a riot claim to make sure that any uninsured elements were claimed for under the Riot 

(Damages) Act.  We went through our complete database of all of the claims that we had and 

worked with everybody to ensure that, not only had the insured claim been subrogated, but that 

their rights for uninsured loss claims were also pursued, and we gave them letters to support 

them in that activity.  Whether that may be reported in a different light, I cannot comment, but 

that is what we did at the time, went through our database in some detail to ensure that we did 

not leave anybody behind. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  I think somebody else may be asking in a little bit more detail about 

your dealings with some of the small businesses, but I am more concerned about the bigger 

picture here, because the impression you have given through all your media work and press 

work and everything else is, “Everything is fine and dandy”, but that is certainly not the 

impression given to us either by the traders themselves or by their representatives, Mr Lammy 

and others.  Frankly, the spin that has come out of your reports and press releases and so on 

does not seem to me to match your own figures.  I mean you can distort the figures and pretend 

the figures are this, that and the other, but it is not thousands of customers, as I have said, it is 

hundreds. 

 

I take your point about interruption of business claims taking longer to settle.  It might be 

helpful if you could let us have a differential figure for those where you have actually settled the 

property capital damage, as it were, as opposed to where the interim payment outstanding is 

only in relation to interruption of business claims; that would be a very helpful figure I think that 

may or may not make your case.  But I have to say, I think that insurers are masters of spin, and 

I think what we have seen here today, and in the past, is an example of that, when you talk 

about hundreds of claims being settled and speedy claims, when we see from your own figures 

that was not the case. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  I 

fundamentally disagree with what you are saying and I do actually object to the words ‘spin’ and 

‘distortion’ here.  The insurance industry is going to be absolutely instrumental in putting these 

communities back together again, and if you look at, for example, let us give a recent example, 

Cockermouth in Cumbria.  If you go there, Cockermouth is looking better than it was ever 

before, because the insurance industry has put in the resources to put it back together again, 

and that is what we want to do here.  We have kept our side of the bargain.  All the issues have 

arisen from other aspects.  It is one of the reasons why we think that there is a fundamental 

need to look at the Riot (Damages) Act and how it operates.  We have kept our side of the 

bargain and all the way through this, when people have made these accusations, come to us and 

said, “This has not worked; that has not worked”, the letters we have had from the Mayor, the 

letter we have had from the councils, in every single case we turn around and say, “That is not 

an insurance issue”, and that is fundamental to that, and that is the point we have been making 



 

in the press.  It would not stand up for a moment in the press if they felt that we were doing 

that wrongly, and if you look at the Guardian piece two weeks ago, the Guardian I think 

understood exactly what the situation was and reported accordingly. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  There is one other aspect.  I mean we have dealt with briefly access 

and small firms, and you will be asked some more questions about that shortly, and business 

interruption being complex.  You also allege fraud.  How many cases are fraudulent? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  What we 

have said is that there are circumstances where claims have been declined because of non-

disclosure, and there are circumstances where claims have not been met in full because there is 

substantial under-insurance. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  You have alleged fraud; how many have been fraudulent? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  I can speak on 

behalf of AXA; we did not have a big problem with fraud, we had a big problem with under-

insurance and we had just over 300 claims, representing about 10% of the market, so that fits in 

with our numbers.  We have made payments on all bar two I think, and one was the risk was 

misrepresented in quite a dramatic style, we would not have entertained the risk, and the other 

one was we had a sum insured of £25,000 and the claim was submitted for I think £311,000.  

But on the others we have made payments.  Those with business interruption elements 

outstanding will not be fully settled, but, big and small; we have made payments on every one 

other than those two. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  OK, so when we talk about allegations of fraud, it is miniscule, if at 

all. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  I can only speak 

from an AXA point of view, and that is the problem that Nick [Starling] will always have, and he 

will have aggregated information.  Fraud is an increasing issue. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  What we have is these allegations of fraud from the insurance 

industry and then when you probe them they do not exist. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  We, as an industry, 

have seen a big increase in fraud.  I think the recession has not helped. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  I am talking about here. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  Yes.  Like I say, Nick 

[Starling] will only be able to aggregate things as a result.  We have not had a big problem with 

fraud from a riot point of view, and we have had an increase in fraud numbers generally.  I am 

just being honest. 

 



 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  Fine, but we are asking about here, allegations of fraud, and it is not 

true. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  I think we are going to move on. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  You 

would have to tell me what I said.  I do not recall making widespread allegations of fraud. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  Under-insurance. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  Under-

insurance, yes, and non-representation.  Non-representation might be fraudulent, it might not. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  Clarify that. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  It is in our briefing here.  There is a suggestion in your report that 

some aspects of part of some claims were fraudulent or had insufficient details disclosed to 

insurers and that made it difficult to make decisions.  Is that a fair view of some of the problems 

you had? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  That sounds to me 

like a general statement: “What sort of thing can complicate matters?” 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  This is taken from the report: “£40 Million a Day - Counting the 

Financial Cost of the August 2011 Riots”, by ABI. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  I think there 

inevitably will have been.  We detect fraud at a rate of about 7% currently across our 

commercial book. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  So we get the allegation thrown in as a makeweight without the 

evidence to back it up. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  We say 

there are concerns that parts of the claim may be fraudulent or is not disclosed.  That is 

something you have to investigate.  I think that is quite clear; we are not saying there are 

widespread allegations of fraud.  These are the things that all insurers have to look at. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  I have one housekeeping question, which is you said earlier that you 

made an offer to cover everything, and this was declined.  Who did you offer to; what was the 

offer; and who declined it? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  We met with the 

Treasury and the Metropolitan Police Service office, and our view was that they were not going 

to be used to handling a large number of claims, and we were.  The issue was that the police 

authorities felt under statute they had to individually sign off and validate each claim because 



 

they were responsible for the public purse.  But we met within a couple of days.  The actual 

claim form that was sent to all uninsured people in the end was effectively an AXA claim form, 

because the previous one had been produced in 1926, and they just Tippexed out the AXA bit, 

including, it is strange you mentioned fraud, there is a line on the bottom that said, “If you 

commit fraud you will get no cover under this policy”, and that unfortunately was not Tippexed 

out.  But we did provide a lot of assistance, but because of the feeling that the Metropolitan 

Police Service needed to sign off each individual claim, because it was the public purse, they did 

not take us up on our offer to help. 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  I 

think there was an output from it, which was that a helpline was set up on behalf of the Home 

Office, which was established by Cunningham Lindsey, and that was put in place so that people 

could report damage and claims and that was put in place over that first weekend. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  So you offered to be a sort of clearing house, and Mr Atkins is 

nodding in agreement with your description of what happened; is that broadly correct? 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  That was 

certainly the case.  The Home Office bureau was created very early on.  It took a little while to 

get up and running, but the Home Office agreed to handle all the uninsured claims centrally, 

and I think that really the discussions, from my recollection, were with the Home Office, rather 

than with us directly.  But I do agree with the fact that under the Act we had duties we needed 

to carry out. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Which you felt you could not legally delegate? 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  Not just in 

a blanket way; it would have to be more specific. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  OK, and now we move on.  I was reading the briefings for this 

meeting and there was a nasty thought in the back of my mind, which is that insurers may be 

becoming as unpopular as politicians eventually I suppose, but maybe that will happen.  At the 

end of this, you may be able to stand with absolute truth and say that you covered every claim, 

but there will nevertheless be small businesses who have ceased to operate and people who 

have lost their livelihood as a result of this.  So you may have crossed every ‘t’ and dotted every 

‘i’, but people are in a mess as a result of this. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  I want to 

make a more positive comment here, is that one of the things I hope we can all work on 

together at the end of this is the problems of under-insurance that are out there.  Insurers can 

pay absolutely in full, but some of these businesses fail because they have not taken out the 

right cover. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  Perhaps I can move then to actually what happened on the ground 

in the days and weeks following the riots in August.  I want to ask Jonathan Clarke about loss 

adjusters, and then I also want to bring in Kay Horne if I can.  But David Lammy, when he came 



 

across last time, certainly representing Tottenham, and I have this stated to me as well, but let 

me just quote what David Lammy stated.  He said: 

 

“Loss adjusters like Cunningham Lindsey recognise there were issues and they struggled 

to deal and cope with the kind of environments that many of us in this room take for 

granted in constituencies like mine.  They just did not have the sensitivity to people who 

speak English as a second language or the pressures of an individual business.  There 

were considerable problems with the insurance industry that attracted some scrutiny in 

those initial months.” 

 

Is that a fair reading of the situation? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

It is certainly something that I have discussed with David Lammy on several occasions and I 

think one of the key things in dealing with any major incident is to tune into the people that 

you are meeting and the impact of that.  There will always be subjective views as to how well 

that was done.  From our perception, we did seek to manage objectively, I went to Tottenham 

myself in the early days to see what was involved, we made sure we had significant resource 

deployed, and we made sure that we communicated as clearly as we could.  But I think 

whenever you look back on these things, there is learning to be made, and I think David 

Lammy’s discussions we have had have helped us reflect on some of those points. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  So, did you have issues with English as a second language and 

speaking to some of those communities and businesses? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  I 

have heard it said from Mr Lammy that we did; I was not aware of it at the time, but I think 

clearly it is something we need to look at. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  That was not fed back to you at all, even though you visited? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

Yes, I did. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  But it was not fed back to you by your loss adjusters on the ground 

that is an issue they had? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

Not directly. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  David Lammy also pointed out, and this has also been stated to me 

by some of the businesses, these are one and often two-people businesses; their properties 

were burned out, yet loss adjusters were still asking them to provide receipts that had been lost; 

is that correct? 

 



 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

That is correct, yes. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  Do you not think that was insensitive? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  I 

think, if people have receipts, many people keep receipts away from their properties, and if they 

do then it is helpful because it helps support the claim that they are making. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  But if they told you that their business had been burned down and 

all paperwork was destroyed? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

Then we would not seek to obtain receipts. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  I am going to come to Kay [Horne], and perhaps Martin [Tucker] 

as well.  Would you like to comment on the concerns that David Lammy and myself have 

commented on? 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  We have found that when we 

were having people to apply to claim under the High Street Support Scheme that we were 

managing, when we gave them CLG, we also worked quite closely with William Castell’s High 

Street Fund.  We had to run workshops with people who had problems with language and 

literacy.  We brought in groups of Turkish and Kurdish businesses; we brought in interpreters to 

run workshops on how people could claim.  What came through from that was-- 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  Did you cover how they could claim on their insurance as well? 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  We tried some of that, yes, 

but what came through these workshops, and we put together a special team and went out to 

every business on the High Road, and Kay [Horne] was involved in that as well, there was a real 

problem about communicating, making claims under the Riot (Damages) Act, making claims 

under insurance, because of problems with language.  We brought in interpreters and ran very 

basic workshops on how you make a claim.  What came up as well, even with the claims under 

the high street support scheme, there was concerns about documentation evidence, because 

people’s businesses were burned out, they did not have receipts, they did not have evidence, 

they did not have PAYE records.  A lot of concern was with the trade.  In Tottenham, the High 

Road was closed for six days, it was cordoned off.  Some roads off the High Road were closed 

for a month, five weeks, a major effect on trade, and that did not seem to be covered. 

 

In Haringey we made a decision that we would pay people in that area, we put the borough into 

two zones, zone A was the Tottenham High Road and the surrounding streets that were 

cordoned off.  Under the high street support scheme, we did an immediate £1,000 payment to 

any business that had been affected, because there were real concerns about cash flow, about 

keeping business going.  In the first few weeks, footfall was down by 90% on Tottenham High 

Road.  We then took a decision that we were, at our own risk, we would pay, we had a cap at 



 

£1,200 payment, grant, to try and cover loss of trade, loss of earnings, because that was not 

being picked up anywhere. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  I am quite surprised, if you recognised that instantly, that your 

adjusters were not feeding back those same issues to you. 

 

Kay Horne (Business in the Community Advisor, Tottenham):  I think there is also a point 

to raise specifically about Cunningham Lindsey.  I had an ABI meeting that I held with some 

people from Nick’s [Starlings] team and we held that in Tottenham.  Actually we did not have 

that many traders and residents attend because, to be honest, I think they had kind of given up, 

and some of the language stuff as well, was the sense of actually they needed to run their 

business and they were not sure what they would get out of it.  But those that did attend, their 

specific cases were taken away, but what we then did discover was that, with the Riot 

(Damages) Act and Cunningham Lindsey, there were some real issues around very poor 

customer service, actually kind of what you just alluded to, which was repeatedly asking for 

people to provide evidence where they did not have evidence, because it was burnt out -- 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  That was from insurance companies as well. 

 

Kay Horne (Business in the Community Advisor, Tottenham):  Secondly, just to highlight 

that actually there was quite a lot of issues around people with lost documentation as well, so in 

that room I had a dozen people, for example, and nearly half of those had paperwork either 

missing or had to resubmit through Cunningham Lindsey.  Some of the issues that we talked 

about here around difficulties with language and difficulties with dealing with this situation, 

because actually they were in shock, they had been through a massive trauma.  Some people 

had sent off original receipts, so they did not have replacement receipts, so when I was then 

speaking to these individuals, saying  “OK, but you will have kept copies”.  No, they did not 

have copies, and actually they almost came to a standstill then, saying, “Actually, we cannot 

help you”, even though, to be honest, the loss was at Cunningham Lindsey where they had lost 

that original documentation. 

 

I now have some support from Marsh, the risk company, and they are helping me to help some 

individual people in Tottenham, and actually one of the biggest things that has come out of 

that is this point around how it needs to be clear to people in this unprecedented situation, it 

has not happened like this before, that people did not know what to do if they were not 

insured, and they did go through the process, which then brought them into contact with 

yourselves as the loss adjuster.  They did not know how to go about it.  They did not necessarily 

get professional help.  They therefore just sent stuff off, off their own bat, and actually then did 

not receive a fair and right amount of support from that side; is what I have observed in 

Tottenham. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  So, can I put that to you again.  If the Council were picking up 

issues of language and issues of documentation, and, Jonathan (Clarke], you have said to me 

that it was not fed back to you by your loss adjusters ... 

 



 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  Can I be really clear 

that from an AXA point of view, we use most loss adjusters, and we provide them with 

delegated authority and they are able to settle claims, and we do not require receipts or 

invoices, we would always much rather take a view and make a payment.  We will ask for them 

in some circumstances, if there is some difficulty in establishing the size of the loss, but we do 

not require receipts and invoices.  However, again, because the Riot (Damages) Act is a piece of 

legislation and the Police Authority have the ... 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  We are on insurance claims now. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  But I think you have 

to recognise that the Cunningham Lindsey focus - I am AXA, I am nothing to do with 

Cunningham Lindsey - is because the vast majority of people that came into contact with 

Cunningham Lindsey were doing it when they were acting on behalf of the police authorities, 

and we have correspondence where we have expressed our concerns that, in the old days, go 

back 20-30 years, the insurance industry did insist on receipts, invoices, for everything, before 

they would make any payment, but we have moved on.  There was a feeling again in terms of, 

“We are dealing with the public purse here, we cannot make payments from the Riot (Damages) 

Act unless we have full documentation”, and we expressed concerns.  So, I think it is fine to try 

and turn it back on to the insurers, but what we are talking about here in the main is Riot 

(Damages) Act claims; those were the ones that caused that difficulty because we were very 

keen to progress and did progress without receipts and documentation. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  So did you, as AXA, pick up issues with language from your loss 

adjusters? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  Yes, because we 

would always ask for comments about any potential difficulties, so again one I was looking at 

this morning, it talked about it was a Croydon address where the shop owner was an Afghani, 

but his son was acting as interpreter, so the comment to me was, “We do not have somebody 

who is fluent in his native tongue, but it is not a problem because the son acts as interpreter”. 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

That is certainly the picture that we were picking up very similarly that people were working 

with interpreters where required.  It was not an issue that was fed back directly, but we did look 

into it after we spoke to David Lammy.  We also looked into the cases that were put to us by 

David Lammy and found those cases had been agreed and had been moved forward.  I think 

there is an issue of trying to seek the paperwork where there is under-insurance and trying to 

make sure that people can put their Riot Damage Act claims in, and the two issues I think 

became very clouded in that period, as we look back at it. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  Were you dealing purely with Riot (Damages) Act claimants, or 

were you also dealing on behalf of insurance companies? 

 



 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

We were dealing on behalf of insurers, we had a helpline operating for the Home Office, we 

were dealing with the two. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  Kay, you are shaking your head? 

 

Kay Horne (Business in the Community Advisor, Tottenham):  I certainly know of three 

cases that I am working with just as an example that we use as a test case, none of those three 

have been resolved yet. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  Are they RDA or are 

they insurance? 

 

Kay Horne (Business in the Community Advisor, Tottenham):  They are Riot (Damages) 

Act, through Cunningham Lindsey, am I not correct? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

We are not acting on the Riot (Damages) Act claims at all, and I think we are not processing any 

Riot Damage Act claims at all; we are dealing with claims from the riots for insurance companies.  

There are a number of claims still outstanding, as you say, for business interruption, as David 

[Williams] has said, and if there are specific cases we are very happy to look at them, as we 

have .-- 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  You were working on behalf of the Police Authority? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

We worked for the Home Office in setting up the help line back in August and that help line was 

disbanded and the cases were then handed across to the appropriate authorities -- 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  So you have no further involvement with RDA claims? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

We have been dealing with RDA claims in terms of the insurance industry to make sure those 

claims are submitted, and from our side we went through, at the 40-day period, all the claims 

that we had on our books and sought to make sure that all of those claimants were able to 

submit the right claim under the Riot (Damages) Act, properly supported. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  So the RDA claims you are involved in are the ones where the 

insurance company is claiming back from the Home Office or the Police Authority? 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

Or the uninsured loss claims. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  But those three 

cases that were cited were, I am assuming, the claims where a small businessman is claiming 

against the RDA directly. 



 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

To be fair, when we spoke to David Lammy in detail, it was very clear that quite a few of these 

cases were cases under the RDA, which were for uninsured loss claims, where there was an 

insured component, so it was awfully complicated, and we were trying to make sure the right 

documentation -- 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  I will allow Ms Horne there to clarify. 

 

Kay Horne (Business in the Community Advisor, Tottenham):  I think that part of the 

problem, which I think is obviously important to note, is that actually I am not an insurance 

expert, but have tried to become a bit of one of late, and actually I am now confused because 

that is not the information that I have been given, and I have actually been working with some 

people that are used to dealing with insurance day in and day out.  So, yes, your clarification 

there has just made me realise that now Cunningham Lindsey, who I believed were dealing with 

these three cases that are still unresolved, actually are not. 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

We may well be dealing with one where we are pursuing a recovery, to be fair, and if --  

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  Lisa, you are shaking your head in Croydon as well? 

 

Lisa McCance (Head of Economic Development, Croydon Council):  Yes, a similar 

situation to Haringey, and I think in terms of language it is not just a translator that is required, 

it is also interpretation of industry, the insurance industry is completely complex and we were on 

the phone lines trying to translate to our interpreters that were working directly with clients, 

and it did just become very confusing. 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  Can I just add to bear in mind 

that we were dealing with people who were traumatised, who were shocked.  We put together a 

dedicated team, I pulled people from around economic development to work on the High Road 

and it took a lot of hand-holding, a lot of support for small businesses in Tottenham and 

Tottenham High Road, mainly family-owned businesses, two or three people run it, pretty 

traumatised, lost everything.  We had to support people through a very difficult period.  As Lisa 

said, it was not just about interpretation, it was support, and it was very involved and it was 

difficult, it took a long time to get people moving again. 

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  We are going to return to some of those issues in a minute.  Could 

I just do my final question to the insurance industry then, is that this obviously was an 

unprecedented event, the scale of it and the amount of businesses and households affected.  

What lessons have you learned?  Is there anything that you would do differently should, perish 

the thought, anything happen like this again? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  First of 

all, it was not unprecedented, other than the fact it was a riot, because insurers are absolutely 

used to dealing with circumstances where whole communities are devastated; they are doing it 



 

at the moment with flooding.  They are used to that and they know that people are traumatised, 

they know one of the key things that people need to know is what to expect from the insurer 

and what should happen.  One of the things that we did after the 2007 flooding is we produced 

a document, jointly with the loss adjusters, which was called, “What to expect from your 

insurer”, and that had all the things about what the insurer would have to do, expectation 

management, what the steps were, how long it would take, and so forth.  That is certainly 

something we can consider for riots in the same sort of way, because I think if people can 

understand what has to happen and the sequence in which it has to happen, I think that can 

help. 

 

We learn lessons all the time; we learn from experience, and I think it is fair to say that riots 

have happened before, 30 years ago, so it is not completely unprecedented, but there are some 

things that are unique to riots and some things that are just generally what insurers do when 

disaster strikes. 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  I 

think, from our side, there are two or three things that we take from this.  Firstly, we launched 

our major incident response, which historically has been done on claims volumes, and the 

volume of claims in fact would not trigger a major incident response, but we took a view that 

this was an incident of a particular magnitude that required our directors to be involved and that 

we would co-ordinate that response.  We saw it as very important that we visited people and I 

think that has been the key feature of this. 

 

Probably the key learning for us is around how we communicate what we do, it is a continuing 

problem.  You are right, the language of the industry is not always as easy, and perhaps we are 

over-familiar with it.  But our job is dealing with people who have had things happen that they 

did not plan to have happen, and we will continue to do that, but we will also continue I think 

to take the messages that we have had from Mr Lammy and from others as we have looked at 

the reports. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Another housekeeping question for Mr Atkins; who is acting as loss 

adjuster for RDA claims now? 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  We have 

appointed loss adjusters and they are dealing with the claims we have outstanding. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Are they dealing directly with individuals making claims? 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  They are, 

yes.  On the basis of trying to assess the loss, we need to make absolutely certain with Kay and 

Lisa is that the cases they are referring to are included in the 24 we have outstanding currently. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  How long have they been working? 

 



 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  Quite 

recently.  It is when we took over the cases from the Home Office Bureau, we needed to then 

have loss adjusters to represent us and to negotiate -- 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Perhaps there has been a failure of communication here, because I 

am not sure everyone at this table is aware of their existence or identity. 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  All right.  

They are working to us rather than them working more generally, so they are advising us 

internally as to what the settlement should be, and these are on the cases we have taken over 

from the Home Office Bureau.  I do need to make sure that we are picking up outstanding 

cases. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Who are they? 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  I am 

actually not sure who we are using at the moment; I do not think it is in my papers. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  I am sure you will write and let us know . 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  Charles 

Taylor rings a bell, yes. 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

We are meeting a number of their representatives on site, so we may be visiting sites again as 

Cunningham Lindsey. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Another tidying up question, which I think Joanne [McCartney] has 

pursued very vigorously, but clearly there is a question, which is, there has been reputational 

damage for your industry, we are London politicians, in our city we have a very entrepreneurial 

city, and a very high proportion of our entrepreneurs are people from minority communities.  

People travel halfway around the world to improve their lives and they set up businesses and if I 

was a member of one of that multiplicity of communities I would be rather cynical about the 

insurance industry following this.  Maybe that is in the nature of the beast; maybe they were 

under-insured, maybe they were unwise or whatever, but I think you have conceded that you 

have learned some lessons in terms of sensitivity, in terms of language, communications.  

Perhaps you could write to us outside of this what you have learned collectively from it, because 

you seem to take a sort of no-criticism approach to your communication, which I think is 

probably not the best tactic.  A bit of free advice there from me in a situation like this. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  I have 

just been accused at this hearing of ‘spin’ and under those circumstances I am going to be 

robust in return.  We will put our hands up if we felt we dealt with something badly.  What our 

experience on this has been is that all the problems, which have arisen from the uninsured 

claims, have been directed at the insured claims, and that has been a big issue for us and we 

have had to push back very hard.  I am pleased to say that we have persuaded people, if you 



 

look to the interim report of the CLG, they completely reversed their first comments about the 

insurance industry and they have put their final report out.  We will put our hands up if we get 

things wrong.  But it is a matter of language, if you say to us, “Have you learned your lesson?” 

then that implies that we have done it wrong and we have to do it again.  If you say, “Do we 

learn lessons?” of course we do, we learn lessons all the time.  But we have had this very strong 

feeling that we have reason to be proud of what we did in extremely difficult circumstances, and 

I think your report can be quite important in helping clarify just exactly what the difference is 

between what our members did and what has been done elsewhere. 

 

That is why we are quite so robust in saying the way to sort out all this confusion is to have a 

long hard look at the way the Riot (Damages) Act operates in terms of its coverage, in terms of 

the definition of ‘riot’, and in terms of how you handle claims after that riot.  Because 

essentially what you are dealing with is sort of a claims-handling process that was current in the 

insurance industry 30 years ago, and that is not how our members do it. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Most small businesses are not insured for loss of business and 

livelihood, is that correct?  They are mostly insured for stock or premises? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  It varies.  It really 

does vary.  Certainly, if money is tight, then people will concentrate on the most immediate 

risks, so stock and contents. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  OK, shall we move on to the next question, which is I think Richard 

Tracey. 

 

Richard Tracey (AM):  Yes.  Thank you, Chair.  This is a question of the effect of these events 

on insurance premiums in affected areas, can you give us an overview first of all of what sort of 

effects have been felt?  I assume some have. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  I will 

make a general comment first.  I think that when you are dealing with people who are under-

insured then the chances are that for them to be properly insured their premium will go up, and 

that is something we found that is quite common along a whole area.  It is very common after 

flooding; they get their reinstatement but they have to say, “Actually you have been 

substantially under-insured and the premiums need to affect the insurance”.  What happens to 

insurance premiums overall is very much tied up with the Riot (Damages) Act and what happens 

to that, because it is a bit like flood insurance.  Flood insurance in this country is wrapped up in 

property insurance and similarly riot cover is wrapped up in general insurance.  In most other 

countries in Europe, understandably, riot is covered separately.  We all want to avoid that sort of 

situation. 

 

The Riot (Damages) Act effectively shares the risk between the public and the private sector, 

and that means that insurance can remain reasonably priced and widely available.  If you did not 

have the Riot (Damages) Act then the concern would be there would be an increase in 

premiums and there might be some areas that would become very difficult to insure, and that is 

why it might be a little bit counter-intuitive that we support a piece of legislation that supports 



 

people who have not bought our products.  We are nevertheless strong supporters of something 

that has a risk-sharing, a private/public risk-sharing model.  That is a sort of more general 

comment.  I cannot comment on what specific companies will do. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  So, from our point 

of view, and the conversations I have had with others, there has not been an increase in 

premiums because of the riots, part of that is, exactly as Nick [Starling] says, the insurers will 

get a recovery for some of their outlay through the Riot (Damages) Act.  There is a lot of 

uncertainty because we know it is out-of-date legislation, it needs to be replaced with 

something that is clearer.  I think it needs to give the police a chance of handling claims more 

efficiently, one not requiring that individual rubber stamp.  We appoint a loss adjuster, they go 

out virtually with a chequebook, they can make a decision there.  Now, because of the concerns 

within the legislation, that does not happen under a Riot (Damages) Act claim. 

 

In terms of comments on increasing premiums, the only ones I have really seen have been where 

people were dramatically under-insured, so if you paid £500 for your insurance, but then you 

have only had quarter of your claim paid because you were under-insured, clearly we now know 

what your proper sum insured should be, you know, and therefore your premium is increased 

fourfold.  It is not the rate that has gone up, it is that you need to buy more adequate cover.  

But all insurers are looking very carefully to see what will happen with the expected replacement 

of the RDA. 

 

Richard Tracey (AM):  On that point, has there been a considerable increase in business and 

traders either increasing their insurance or taking insurance when they did not have any, 

particularly in these areas that have been -- 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  There were an awful 

lot of calls in the days after the riots, and certainly in terms of taking things out, and, while I 

would not describe it as spin, we do have marketing in our organisations and we will be using 

riots, floods, and other incidents, as examples of why it is important to have adequate sums of 

insurance, so yes. 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  

We work with the British Insurance Brokers Association to highlight some of the things we have 

been finding, particularly around business interruption insurance.  Again, one can debate routes 

to market, but that seemed to be a sensible thing to start doing.  We took some calls on our 

help line from people who were concerned about how they could get adequate insurance; that is 

not our role, but we were able to reference them to the British Insurance Brokers Association in 

that period. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Are Tottenham and Croydon higher-risk areas now than they were a 

year ago in terms of the insurance industry? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  We have not 

changed anything yet, we have not taken a red pen out or anything like that, but I can only 

speak on behalf of AXA. 



 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  That is a general understanding? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  That is 

not something the ABI would generally be aware of.   

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  If we shared that 

sort of information, we all went into a room and said, “Let us all put our rates up or all put our 

rates down in a particular area”, quite rightly we would be prosecuted for breach of anti-

competitive legislation. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  I think there is a perceptual issue though.   

 

Joanne McCartney (AM):  Yes.  Last month we had the Chair of Tottenham Traders’ in, and 

he stated, as he said: 

 

“To add insult to injury, we are now faced with increased premiums on all our insurances.  

So now where you had some who could not afford insurance at the time, there are going 

to be even more now who are not going to be insured.” 

 

Is he correct in that? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  I gave my example 

of if somebody is under-insured, then yes, absolutely.  But we have not, and I can only speak for 

AXA, we have not put our rates up in those areas as a result of the riots. 

 

Adrew Dismore AM:  So when he said, “We are looking at a 20% increase”, he is not right? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  If he was under-

insured and he has to increase his values then yes he will.  I mean the example I gave of one 

where we did not make a payment, he had a £25,000 sum insured, he put a claim in for over 

£300,000, think what is going to happen to his premiums, it is going to be more than 20%, but 

not because of a rating change. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Are the number of businesses taking out insurance changing in those 

areas? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  I would say there 

was an increase in the calls, in the number of inquiries, so probably yes, but I would not have 

any meaningful statistics to be able to justify that.  But then again, I have spoken to many 

people over the years who think, “Well, it is never going to happen to me; I will not bother with 

insurance”.  If a building two doors down is on fire, that tends to focus your mind somewhat, so 

I would expect it to have increased, but I do not know that. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Is there evidence on the ground of people perceiving that their 

insurance risk has risen and they are being penalised for events out of their control? 



 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  There is a real worry among 

traders that, if they get insured again, that they are going to pay a lot more for it.  There is that 

perception. 

 

Kay Horne (Business in the Community Advisor, Tottenham):  Yes, we cannot really 

comment to say with specific evidence that actually ... we have not delved, but if the Chairman 

of Tottenham Traders quotes that then Moaz [Nanjuwany] generally has the ear of most of the 

traders on the High Road, so I should imagine that is based on evidence that he has sought. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  The future of the 

Riot (Damages) Act is incredibly important here.  We do not expect to remotely recover 100% of 

the material damage outlay, because we know it is on a different basis, but it will be a 

substantial recovery.  If that disappears then effectively all that happens is that money will need 

to be fed into premium increases.  So what replaces the Riot (Damages) Act is incredibly 

important here. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  What would you like to see replacing it? 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  I would like to see 

something that is a lot clearer, a lot more up to date, allows claims -- I mean we have audit 

processes like no other, and yet we are able to appoint a loss adjuster to go out, like I say, 

effectively with a chequebook if appropriate.  I think enabling claims to be dealt with more in 

one go, where there is maybe -- because, again, imagine there is an under-insured element, we 

will do all the checks and then we will only pay for our proportion.  Would it not be better if we 

could pay the full amount and then recover from the RDA rather than the customer, as per 

statute, having to submit two claims? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  We also 

need a definition of ‘riot’.  The definition of ‘riot’ has enabled half the claims to be turned down 

because the assumption is they are not a riot, they are criminality or something else.  So we 

need to be absolutely clear what is meant by ‘riot’. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  A claim being processed by a single firm of loss adjusters, I guess, 

not several working together. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  It depends.  I think 

the problem is less the number of loss adjusters and more of the fact that their hands are tied, 

because they cannot deal on what we would refer to as a delegated authority arrangement with 

appropriate audit controls; they do, as was stated quite clearly, they report back on what the 

payment should be, because the view is that is what is required by both the police being a 

public body, the public purse, and legislation. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  If you are making a subrogated claim against the police for any 

outlays that you had insured -- 

 



 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  Some of the outlays. 

 

Andrew Dismore (AM):  ... so you are actually doing the whole job anyway. 

 

David Williams (Claims and Underwriting Director, AXA Insurance):  Absolutely, yes, spot 

on. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  This is really to the local authorities in terms of your role in 

co-ordinating help for local businesses in terms of accessing both the insurance money that was 

potentially available and also the various relief funding that was made available.  I just wondered 

if you can talk about your experiences to start with in terms of the speed of the response, 

perhaps in terms of the high street support scheme, the £20 million that was made available.  

We heard a little bit of criticism from Sir Bill [Sir William Castell] last time on not really having a 

single point of contact necessarily at each authority for him to go to.  I just wondered how do 

you feel you managed to react to this very difficult situation and what lessons have you 

learned? 

 

Lisa McCance (Head of Economic Development, Croydon Council):  Yes, indeed, in terms 

of the High Street Fund we had a single person nominated within our team who was the main 

contact through to making sure that we were up to date on who had submitted claims under it 

and requested funding through it.  It may not have been that obvious because when we picked 

up the phone it was not necessarily one point of contact at the other end, but we did build up a 

good relationship in terms of actually going out and supporting and making sure that the 

businesses were available to be spoken to when required. 

 

In terms of the high street support scheme, so the Central Government funding through 

Department for Communities and Local Government (CLG), it was obviously very welcome in 

terms of the approach immediately.  We would have appreciated a little bit more flexibility in 

terms of the funding streams; there were a number of items that we were unable to convince 

the funders in terms of what we thought was a good requirement for the area.  To give an 

example of that, we wanted somebody to come onboard as a kind of district centre manager, so 

a town centre manager that could basically walk the streets, be there on a daily basis, because 

resources were not necessarily available at that particular time; everybody was back at 

headquarters dealing with our hotline and phone calls, etc. 

 

I think in terms of the timing, the cut off of 3 January for any invoices, a three to six-month 

elongation of that period would have been very welcome. 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  In the Haringey, immediately 

after the riots, we set up a community assistance centre at the leisure centre in Tottenham, and 

that brought together people from a range of services, including economic development.  We 

had two officers there for the time that the centre was open but not around until 19 August.  

After that, we pulled together, as I mentioned earlier, a team of four officers who went out and 

contacted every business in Tottenham High Road.  We set up a dedicated phone line for 

businesses to contact us and we worked quite closely with Sir William Castell’s fund, we liaised 

quite closely with Deloittes who were managing that.  We did however, as I said, have a 



 

dedicated phone line for businesses to contact us; we had named officers who were liaising with 

Deloittes.  As Lisa said, we ended up liaising with a number of different individuals.  But that 

changed, we did have a main person we dealt with.  We tried to get the money as quickly as 

possible, because the effect it was having on businesses on the High Road, we decided, the 

council took a decision to make some payments on our own, at our own risk, because, although 

it was nice that the support would be flexible, light touch, when we had the meetings with 

officers from CLG that was not always the case.  The further down the food chain you went, the 

more documentation, the more evidence they were looking for.  In Tottenham it was very much, 

because the road was closed for six days and some minor roads closed for four or five weeks, it 

was about loss of trade.  The council took the decision we would pay some of that to keep the 

High Road functioning, to have some sort of level of activity there to try and support business 

to actually survive. 

 

I would support what Lisa [McCance] said; the cut-off point of 3 or 4 January, all the money 

through the high street support scheme, we paid out £1.1 million.  We estimated we have 

probably paid out an extra £500,000 since January in continuing support.  Extending the 

deadline for submitting claims, it would have been much more appreciated; it would have made 

a difference to what we did in supporting businesses. 

 

Lisa McCance (Head of Economic Development, Croydon Council):  Yes, I think also 

where we were given an indicative figure that we could spend up to, in Croydon we came to just 

under £1.4 million and we knew there was some headroom, but the fund was closed and 

sometimes the balance of the fund, if there is an option, that would be a fantastic route for us, 

particularly in terms of the social recovery, because while we were straight in there dealing with 

the businesses and their immediate needs, a lot of the businesses, they work, they live within 

their own community, and the fabric of this community, particularly for us in London Road, 

around West Croydon, it is going to take a very long time to recover. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  One of the things we have heard is that the individual 

business people face this sort of plethora of different routes they can go down with various 

funds available, insurance claims, Riot (Damages) Act claims, and so on.  Did you, as local 

authorities, really feel that you provided a sort of front line of helping steer people through 

this? 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  Yes. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  We heard from David Lammy last time that his research 

showed that you got drawn in to helping businesses in terms of signposting them where to go, 

which is perhaps a bit extreme, but was that really the function that the local authorities 

fulfilled, or did you feel ... 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  We thought we had to do it.  

William Castell’s fund initially, it was on the Internet, web-based.  We actually produced leaflets 

ourselves advertising, publicising his fund as well as the high street support scheme, and we 

distributed that early September, on the weekend of 3-4 September to every business in 

Haringey, not just in Tottenham, received that leaflet talking about the high street support 



 

scheme and the William Castell’s High Street Fund.  We repeated it again on 9 September and 

then we wrote to Haringey Council to go out to every business to say, “These are the two pots 

available, you can do this on the high street support scheme and you can do this under William 

Castell’s one”.  But without that I think a lot of people would not have been aware of where to 

go. 

 

Lisa McCance (Head of Economic Development, Croydon Council):  Given the similar 

name, High Street Support Scheme and High Street Fund. 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  Yes. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  Were you also drawn in to helping advise people about 

insurance claims; were people coming to you for help and advice on insurance and RDA? 

 

Lisa McCance (Head of Economic Development, Croydon Council):  Yes, similar to 

Haringey, we had a one-stop shop set up in one of the most affected areas and in terms of 

language we had about 15 or 16 different languages represented, we had surgeries, we had 

sessions with different themes on a daily or weekly basis.  So we had our risk managers within 

the council dealing with some of the insurance complexities, helping to translate, as we 

mentioned earlier.  We also produced an outline, which at the time it was pulling together as 

much information as possible because basically it was sent to all businesses to say, “This is what 

you can access, how you can access it, how you get your business back on track”, and through 

our hotline we dealt with a significant number of calls. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  You have this amazingly complex system of the insurance 

industry, complex enough anyway in their systems, and the Riot (Damages) Act complications 

on top of that.  Did you find the expertise within your organisations was sufficient in terms of 

some of these issues to help advise people or were you on a very steep learning curve? 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  A very steep learning curve.  

As local authority officers, we could help with the high street support scheme; we could help 

with directing people and supporting them to the High Street Fund.  But we do not know, we 

are not insurance people, and the Riot (Damages) Act is a complex act.  We did what we could.   

 

Kay Horne (Business in the Community Advisor, Tottenham):  I think it is important to 

highlight as well that the face-to-face thing actually was probably what made some of the 

biggest difference, because actually issuing leaflets and issuing guides that people did off the 

bat in councils, did quite quickly.  When you are then faced with shock, trauma, and a plethora 

of information, actually what you tend to do is just kind of avoid all of that because you are just 

not in the right headspace.  So, that last week, with the High Street Fund, as Martin [Tucker] 

mentioned, we just literally walked up High Road and knocked on everybody’s door and just 

said, “Do you know, you could apply for this”, because less than 50% of people had applied in 

Tottenham up to that last week, and actually we received another 60 businesses, which 

doubled, in that last week, people signing up, purely because face to face we went along and 

said, “I know you might be mistrusting this, I know you might not understand this, but actually 

fill out XYZ, particularly for the High Street Fund, you can potentially get £2,000 straight away, 



 

no questions asked”.  I think at the same time talking about the Haringey, the other fund, you 

see, there are too many fund names for me to remember, and they are quite similar, but actually 

I think that, if there was to take some learning points from this, it is difficult to manage 

because, as you say, you have so many people trying to do different things.  Because I do not 

work for the local authority I just lend a bit of my time, but actually I think that is what 

sometimes makes a difference; speaking to that person who is the brother who speaks the right 

language, and sometimes having a four-way conversation in three different languages, just to 

get that across. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  With the benefit of hindsight, might it have been helpful to 

bring in somebody perhaps from the insurance or loss adjusting claim within your teams to help 

advise.. 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  Initially when we had the 

community assistance centre at Tottenham Green Leisure Centre, there was loss adjusters 

present at that in the first two weeks. 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  May I 

make a comment at this point?  The insurance advice after a big event like this is very 

straightforward.  It is: (1) take care of yourself and do not endanger your personal safety; (2) 

ring your insurer.  That is not complicated.  I think one of the things that we do find is that 

there is an awful lot of ‘information’ going around and people take it as gospel.  I am a member 

of something called the Myth Busters Panel, which is set up by the Health and Safety Executive 

(HSE), and a lot of the things that come into that are people saying, “My insurance company 

told me something”.  You find out it is actually what a friend or a neighbour has said, or a 

supposition, and I think trying to get rid of the sort of -- I mean one of the examples was 

people saying, “If you claim from the High Street Fund, you will have that taken off your 

insurance claim”.  That is absolutely untrue, it is completely untrue, but you do find this sort of 

disinformation going around.  I do not quite know what you do about that, but that is a big 

issue. 

 

Can I just make a comment to say that when I held the ABI meeting in Tottenham with some of 

your representatives, they actually quoted that to me, and I asked them to go away and find out 

because Sir William Castell had categorically said to me that would not be taken back from the 

insurance.  They then went away and then re-clarified to say that you are correct, that it was if 

you had claimed from the High Street Fund on something that you were insured for then the 

insurance company would take that back.  If you claimed from the High Street Fund to say that 

it affected you in terms of something you were not insured for. ie trauma, stress, something like 

that, then the insurance company would not take the money back but I can say to you, and I 

have quoted, and I have minutes to say that was said to my group of people from the ABI when 

I met with them at the beginning part of this year. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):   In fact, you rang, did you not? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  We had a 

meeting with Sir William Castell.  We rang around all our members and received absolute 



 

confirmation on this point and it has arisen in other cases too with flooding and so forth and 

that was agreed by all our members and it was absolutely clear with the insurance claims.  In 

most cases with insurance claims, it is an excess anyway, so it would not affect that. 

 

Kay Horne (Business in the Community Advisor, Tottenham):  I can give you the detail of 

the people that came from the ABI and I could give you the list. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  And that was insurance claims, not RDA claims? 

 

Lisa McCance (Head of Economic Development, Croydon Council):  What we do know is 

the RDA was saying that any charitable payments had to be deducted and I then raised this 

issue with the then Commissioner of the MPA because Tottenham residents were being told 

they had to declare every charitable donation they had; it was to be deducted from their 

payments and I had an assurance from the Deputy Mayor at the time that he would review that 

and I think we have now moved to a stage where there is now a blanket letter from the various 

funds to say it is not to be used but these were emergency payouts, often for toys, for bedding, 

for clothing, for toiletries that were then being deducted. 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  Yes and to 

be fair, that probably took I guess a month to get that documentation sorted out and the letters 

issued and everybody to agree what the position was. 

 

Lisa McCance (Head of Economic Development, Croydon Council):  That was raised by 

Lord Harris because of the gift he gave to the residents that were badly affected.  Has that all 

been sorted now and did you review those cases? 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  Yes, we 

went back over the cases. 

 

Lisa McCance (Head of Economic Development, Croydon Council):  Certainly I think, 

Chair, that is something that we could say certainly needs to be sorted in the future. 

 

Jonathan Clarke (Director, Corporate and Technical Risks, Cunningham Lindsey UK):  I 

think also, Mr Knight, to your point to interrupt you, the form is here and having read 

everything and people getting it wrong, I will stick to Mr Knight for a moment.  I think as Nick 

rightly says, the advice is phoning insurers and we took a lot of calls into our help plan.  There 

are probably two things we have lobbied quite hard for; firstly, I think, within our own firm, we 

decided to work with our trade and industry bodies and that is definitely our feeling, so that 

there are effectively two voices; the ABI and our own loss adjustor institute.  I think in all of 

those cases, I have talked to the executive director of the Chartered Institute of Loss Adjustors 

(CILA); they are available to be part of public meetings and be supported by the firms as 

necessary and our strong sense is that working in that way does allow a consistent message to 

be given and allows us perhaps not to have some of the confusion of firms and perhaps 

different opinions coming out.  So, I think part of our read of this is that working collectively is 

very important. 

 



 

Roger Evans (AM):  Yes.  I am just looking at the level of underinsurance that you say you 

have experienced here, Mr Starling.  Does it indicate that perhaps the products being offered by 

your industry are not suitable for these types of small businesses because they are too 

expensive? 

 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  Right.  

There are two issues there.  We think the products are suitable.  I think what is quite interesting 

is that there were some parts of local authorities, I think Croydon is a case in point, where there 

were some areas with no problems of underinsurance at all but there were some areas with 

problems of underinsurance and I think one of the aspects of tackling that is to see where it 

worked and where it did not work.  Price has to affect the risk and I suspect it is the case with 

some small traders who nevertheless have high value stock and the price might seem a quite 

high but it has to affect the risk and it is a competitive market out there.  AXA, I think you said 

you had about 10%; there is another 90% out there.  There are a lot of operators in this market. 

 

Roger Evans (AM):  Yes which brings me to a question which I was going to ask; this is from 

Haringey specifically because you represent an area where you are going to have higher 

insurance costs because of the underinsurance, if not because of the premiums rising.  Is this 

maybe a similar situation to what we have seen in parts of London with banking services in the 

past which have proved to be too expensive for people to access there?  I know we have ended 

up with things like credit unions and alternative providers for those types of businesses.  Is that 

something that is developing or that you would see a market for within insurance in Tottenham? 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  There is, as I said, an area 

where there is a concern about increased premiums.  I am aware of businesses that will not be 

able to afford those.  There was some worry about being insured.  On the whole, for financial 

inclusion stuff, we are working, hoping to develop a stronger credit union in the borough in 

partnership with the neighbouring borough of Islington because there is a concern about access 

to banking. 

 

Roger Evans (AM):  But does your credit union programme cover insurance? 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  Not at the moment.  It is 

relatively new.  We only established the credit union in Haringey in the last year and we are now 

working with them about putting firm capital into the credit union and they are looking at the 

range of services the credit union can offer but we have not discussed insurance with them as 

yet. 

 

Roger Evans (AM):  If, as a public authority, you are going to go into an area that has been hit 

and say to everyone, “Right, we are going to give you all £1,000 flat rate”, then might it not be 

better if you have that money to invest it in that type of service in the future so that you are 

providing something which people can buy into?  I am not criticising what you did because you 

were facing an unprecedented situation but I am saying if you have that money available, is that 

perhaps ... 

 



 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  If that money was available, 

we would certainly explore it.  At the time, putting out £1,000 was about instant recovery. 

 

Roger Evans (AM):  Yes, I am not arguing.  I have no criticism of what you did at all but I think 

it is important for us, as a Committee, to look towards the future and see what sort of 

alternatives might be available to people who may find themselves unable to insure themselves 

in the future. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  I wonder if I can ask the representative of Croydon and 

Haringey about the £20 million regeneration money which has come from the Government via 

the GLA, in particular the balance of how you are choosing to spend it between revenue and 

capital.  One of the things we were told initially was that the funding was there to provide swift 

improvements and support businesses to get back on their feet.  Is that how it is being spent or 

is it being spent on longer term improvements? 

 

Anne Lippitt (Project Director, Tottenham, Haringey Council):  Ours is definitely skewed 

towards the capital.  We were told there was a pressure in terms of capital versus revenue. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  To what extent?  Do you know what sort of share? 

 

Anne Lippitt (Project Director, Tottenham, Haringey Council):  Out of the full 

£23 million, £5 million is set aside for a business support scheme.  Within that, there is about 

£2 million that is going to capital and the balance is going to capital, so basically £20 million will 

be going to a capital spend. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  Right, so about £3 million revenue and £20 million on 

capital. 

 

Anne Lippitt (Project Director, Tottenham, Haringey Council):  Yes.  It is generally for the 

public realm and the longer term sustainability of these areas. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  OK.  We were told it was about supporting businesses to 

get back on their feet quickly, was that a mis-description of what this funding was all about at 

the time or has just the priority changed over time? 

 

Anne Lippitt (Project Director, Tottenham, Haringey Council):  I think the priority has 

changed.  Also, in terms of Croydon, we had quite clear plans of what was required for the 

borough, particularly in the town centre and immediate involvement around it.  In terms of the 

business package of which we decided, in negotiation that £5 million would be set aside, we are 

still working out those plans to get agreement from the GLA Governance Committee. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  OK and can Haringey -- 

 

Anne Lippitt (Project Director, Tottenham, Haringey Council):  Yes.  From Haringey’s 

perspective, in terms of the total funding, it was pretty much all capital with the exception of 

£1.5 million which went into an employment and skills’ programme and that was matched 



 

funding which the borough put in an additional £1.5 million and was private sector funding of 

£1.5 million.  So, if you think of that, £1.5 million out of the total of £28 million from the 

Mayor’s Regeneration Fund and so it was very much capital and it is an interesting point you 

raise because I came before a scrutiny committee, not this Budget and Performance Committee, 

in I think it must have been about October last year.  It was at the point when we were putting 

forward our bids and working with GLA officers and I actually made the point, you can go back 

to the transcripts, and the Rowntree Trust was here as well, we said the capital is obviously very, 

very welcome.  There are lots of things we can actually spend that capital on but there are lots 

of things which actually require revenue support including the jobs’ programme, including 

actually work with local communities particularly with youth programmes because it was very 

much about activities for young people and interestingly.  So we received what we received, 

which was fine, thank you very much, and then we have been doing a lot of community 

engagement in the area over the last six to nine months and again, time and time again, people 

are saying, “We need money for various schemes”.  I had a St Giles’ Trust come in and see me 

the other day saying, “We have all this money.  We have this excellent scheme to actually get 

young offenders back into work; we need some support”.  Not able to give them that support. 

 

Just one final point to finish.  Because of the youth issue being such a big one in Haringey, the 

council itself, in its budget for this year, has put in £400,000 into its budget, a growth sum for 

youth initiatives in the borough. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  I wondered if you could comment on to what extent -- and 

clearly the decision has been taken to use this particular pot of money predominately for capital, 

to what extent has that decision that is taken by Haringey and Croydon Council to do that, what 

extent there were limitations on the money coming to you? 

 

Anne Lippitt (Project Director, Tottenham, Haringey Council):  There was quite a strong 

limitation in terms of what could be spent on revenue.  So, for example, our initial plans had a 

lot more of a revenue focus in Croydon particularly around an investment to try to get 

businesses to move into the area to then create employment, create jobs for example and, at 

that time, was told there was capital pressure.  So the programmes almost fit the funding 

requirements. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  You were told that by? 

 

Anne Lippitt (Project Director, Tottenham, Haringey Council):  Through our contacts at 

the GLA. 

 

Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  By the GLA. 

 

Anne Lippitt (Project Director, Tottenham, Haringey Council):  I sent that email myself.  

It was exactly the same, and I said, I came before the particular scrutiny committee in October 

and made the points and it was actually at that stage when there possibly could have been an 

opportunity to shape it a little bit but the response very much was it is for capital.  That is not 

the way, you know; we could not spend the capital. 

 



 

 Stephen Knight (Deputy Chair):  You would have preferred being able to .-- 

 

Anne Lippitt (Project Director, Tottenham, Haringey Council):  To have more of a choice, 

shall we say. 

 

Lisa McCance (Head of Economic Development, Croydon Council):  We have, in Croydon, 

certainly seen a little bit more flexibility but the constant ask back to us is how sustainable is 

this, which were the three-year revenue pots?  That is what it is; it is three revenue pots.  It is 

not going to be sustainable, so a lot of the issues that maybe will not have been addressed to 

date in terms of social cohesion just are not really going to be dealt with through this fund. 

 

Martin Tucker (Regeneration Manager, Haringey Council):  The point we were making 

that if we do, we are rebuilding Tottenham and there are opportunities that come with that 

rebuilding.  We need Tottenham residents, particularly Tottenham young people to have an 

opportunity to access opportunities and that is where we need the revenue.  We need to do the 

skills’ development, we need to get people up ready for jobs, and we need to support 

businesses.  We can build all the fancy buildings we want but if Tottenham residents cannot 

avail of that, then yes, we are missing a major opportunity. 

 

Steve O’Connell (AM):  I will come from a point of council aspect because I sit on the Task 

Force that is a grouping of community leaders and others in the borough to guide the spend of 

the £23 million to make sure there is a sort of a steer from residents and others.  It is just a 

comment on the tension between capital and revenue and it was very difficult particularly in 

those very fraught times after the events is that there was this headline that the Mayor had 

given a chunk of money, which is to be welcomed, and then some fantastic organisation, for 

example, Anne touched on one, came along and said, “We can do this great stuff.  We can help 

mend, we can help fix.  There is cash around.  Give us some” which is brilliant and it was very 

difficult to say, “It does not quite work like that”.  Much of it is capital and we understand why 

it was capital and we did go for capital as the main piece although probably we did not have any 

choice anyway for the reasons you have just heard, but it was about the job creation, the skills 

and making sure somewhere like London Road does not experience anything like it again but 

also the people of London Road experience a much better environment going forward.  That is 

the building environment so it was very important we worked around that but it is continuing to 

be attention about saying why could not we do more business relief and stuff like that which 

would target certain very damaged premises, but what we all need to do probably as corporate 

representatives of the boroughs in London is to say what is for the greater good of that area.  

How can we encourage London Road and areas around to be like Tottenham, to be fantastic in 

five years to come?  Not just building flash buildings that no one can live in and afford to live 

in, which would be completely pointless, but to make sure it is somewhere that will attract jobs. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Two final questions then.  The first one is of our insurers and we did 

invite you to comment to us in writing about one or two other things.  We could add this to it.  

What steps you think could be taken to address the issue of underinsurance and it may be you 

have something technical you can tell us about that or it may simply be that people have to 

cough up more and perhaps there is an issue about public information as well. 

 



 

Nick Starling (Director of General Insurance, Association of British Insurers):  We can 

address that.  We are very keen to work on the underinsurance issue.  We are already working 

with CILA and with the brokers but I do think this does need us to sit down with your people 

and also with Government as to how we can address it, particularly when it is linked to particular 

communities, particular backgrounds.  If I can make a personal observation; where I live, which 

is represented by Mr Dismore, there is a large community which has a lot of services which are 

directed towards that community; financial services and so forth and it appears to work very 

well.  Obviously there are some communities were that does not happen and I think that where 

we can obviously come in on this with technical issues for another insurance but I think help 

from Government and from the GLA about how you address those particular ones, I think we are 

very happy to work with you.  I have already mentioned the fact that we can certainly do some 

work on what to expect from your insurer and who to listen to after the event but that is going 

to be a little bit dependent on how we end up with the Riot (Damages) Act.  There is not much 

point in doing something now when we do not have a reformed Riot (Damages) Act, so those 

are two, I hope, positive points which we can end on. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Traditionally, I write to people to thank them because it is against 

my nature, of course, and as part of that, I might invite you to make one or two other 

observations that come out of this meeting.  My final question is to Mr Atkins and I was 

thinking through this as the meeting progressed that the question for you was whether the Riot 

(Damages) Act was a sort of rusty old piece of machinery which, once you had the hang of it, 

was more or less fit for purpose or whether you take the view that it is really outdated stuff and 

you would rather not have the hassle of having to deal with it. 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  It certainly 

is a rusty old piece of machinery being over 100 years old, but I think in essence, it does the job 

it was intended to do.  It says you have to define a riot.  It tells you how to define a riot.  It tells 

you what you can cover under the Riot (Damages) Act and what you cannot, although there are 

some grey areas around things like business interruption and cars and things like that, so that 

certainly needs to be clarified I think, but it does that job.  I think the problem we had, and I 

made this point at the last meeting, that the job it cannot do and it is not intended to do is to 

rebuild communities and get businesses back up and running.  That is not what it is intended to 

do and I did say very early on to the Home Office officials that if you want to get money out to 

the community quickly to rebuild businesses and get businesses back up and running, you need 

to look for another mechanism to do that, whether it is the High Street Fund, a Mayor’s fund or 

whatever or just Government providing money, it needs to be another mechanism because the 

problem is there as a public body, we are constrained by the Acts we work under.  We have to 

follow those Acts and we had the District Auditor looking very closely over our shoulder to say 

what we were doing and how we were making decisions, so there are limitations. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  What is the trickiest unresolved issue in terms of outstanding claims 

that you have to deal with? 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  I think that 

still the issue we have is we have tried to be as relaxed as possible with the insurers in saying, “If 

you have any documentation to support the payment you made, send that to us, even if it is 



 

just a receipt for the payment you have made out” and we are not getting that documentation 

back, so we cannot actually make a payment because we actually have nothing upon which to 

base the payment.  We will concede initially we started off by saying, “We want the receipts, we 

want this, we want that” but realised that in some cases that is just not possible. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Probably as your auditors will kick your heads in, figuratively 

speaking, if you do not have an audit trail. 

 

Bob Atkins (Chief Financial Officer, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime):  If you do 

not have reasonably robust -- and that is, of course, why we have appointed loss adjustors 

because if they say to us, “Look, the value of this claim is at least £25,000”, then we can pay 

out £25,000. 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  I thank everyone for coming and for your energetic representations. 


